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Abstract—Ad-Hoc and Delay-Tolerant Networks (AHDTNs)
can be very useful in environments where more traditional networking technologies fail. Determining the practical effectiveness
of AHDTNs can however be challenging. We review design considerations and practical experience with a novel mechanism for
monitoring and analyzing the performance of AHDTNs. This new
mechanism, AllNet Trace, somewhat resembles a combination of
ping and traceroute, and can be used for the same purposes
as either ping, with or without IP record route, or traceroute.
AllNet Trace can be used to obtain information about networks
where packets may be forwarded to next-hop destinations more
than once, or may be arbitrarily delayed.
We describe the design, implementation, and performance of
AllNet Trace within the context of the AllNet protocol, which
is designed to securely deliver interpersonal data over both
AHDTNs and the Internet.
Index Terms—Ad-Hoc Networks, Delay Tolerant Networks,
Network Monitoring, Network Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Connecting mobile devices directly to one another without
infrastructure, has been both a subject of research and a
focus of practical development. The latter has been done
by companies [1], [2], [3] and NGOs [4], [5] rather than
researchers. The middle ground, between research networks
and practical networks, has not been widely explored.
AllNet [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] is intended to be useful on a
variety of devices including wireless or wired, and to develop
new research that takes into account this practical experience.
As a result of the research and development to date,
AllNet currently supports interpersonal communication of text
messages up to about 500 characters. Depending on network
availability, messages are delivered over the Internet, over adhoc and delay-tolerant wireless communications, or both.
Supporting delay-tolerant networking (DTN) requires that
individual devices cache others’ messages and forward them
as possible, usually in an ad-hoc fashion. Devices that connect
to the Internet intermittently can retrieve cached messages
from other AllNet devices that have persistent Internet connections, an interaction that resembles an email client retrieving
messages from an email server. Devices connected to the
Internet automatically self-organize into a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) [11], [12], [13], [14]. The DHT makes it easy
for intermittently connected devices to locate and retrieve their
messages, and avoids the need for centralized servers.
When a device is connected to the Internet, it forwards each
message to a small number of DHT nodes. When the device
can communicate with other devices over Ad-Hoc networking,
they forward messages to each other in a manner resembling
Epidemic routing [16], so messages are forwarded to any
device that hasn’t received them yet.

With these different mechanisms, it is important to be
able to test how well the network is working. One way of
testing is to set up accounts for fictitious users – as a fully
distributed system, AllNet accounts are created by exchanging
keys among two devices, so creating special testing accounts
is free and straightforward. While this end-to-end testing is
useful, it does not reveal the path that messages take across
the network.
Further, the implementation of AllNet is divided into a
networking kernel called the AllNet daemon and one or
more user interface clients. All clients running on a single
host communicate through the same daemon. The daemon is
independent of the clients, and could be included as part of
any standard operating system. Just as ping elicits a reply
from the OS kernel, AllNet trace requests elicit replies from
the AllNet daemon.
AllNet Trace is a new mechanism that works well in AdHoc and Delay Tolerant Networks and combines many of the
benefits of ping and traceroute. The contributions of this
paper include the description of AllNet Trace and practical
experience using AllNet Trace.
II. A LL N ET T RACE
AllNet Trace is a novel mechanism combining many of the
features of ping and traceroute [21], together with ideas
drawn from the seldom-used IP record route option [18].
Specifically, a trace is a distinct packet sent by any AllNet
device. As in the IPv4 record route option, each participating AllNet device adds its own ID to the trace packet
before forwarding it, and also sends a trace reply packet
back to the sender. This resembles a combination of ping,
traceroute, and the IP record route option. As in ping,
responses allow determination of liveness and round-trip latency. As in traceroute[21], devices that forward the
transmission may also reply, letting the sender reconstruct
the path(s) taken by the original transmission. As in the IP
record route option, each outgoing packet may record a trace
of participating nodes that forward it, and each reply packet
returns this trace to the original sender.
Unlike these three mechanisms, AllNet Trace combines
these features seamlessly. AllNet Trace packets include a
bit to request responses from forwarding devices, which if
set allows Trace to behave more like traceroute, and if
clear, makes Trace behave more like ping. When forwarding
devices do send responses, each response is sent directly to
the original sender. Another bit specifies whether responses
should include the IDs of forwarding devices, as in ping with
IP record route. While IP record route may only record up to

9 forwarding devices, AllNet Trace messages may include over
40 entries in a 1500-byte message.
The result of a hypothetical trace is shown in Figure 1. As
is typical, the first reply comes from the local system, 0 hops
away.
A. Operation of the AllNet Trace Command
Every AllNet device self-selects a 128-bit trace address that,
if selected at random, will generally be unique. Uniqueness is
not required, and IDs may be set manually, or devices may
be set to use a different ID for each trace. Only some of the
bits of this ID are sent in each reply – the present AllNet
implementation by default sends 16 meaningful bits.
Trace reply messages contain a list of these device trace
addresses, shown as two-byte hex numbers in Figure 1.
device_A: src/allnet/v3/bin/trace
trace to matching destination:
1:
0.005891s rtt, 0 89.51/16
trace to matching destination:
0.005891s rtt, 0 89.51/16
1:
0.075356s rtt, 1 f6.5d/16
trace to matching destination:
0.005891s rtt, 0 89.51/16
0.075356s rtt, 1 f6.5d/16
1:
0.599550s rtt, 2 ce.76/16
sent 1 packet, received 3
Fig. 1. The output of the trace command in a hypothetical network. The
trace ID 89.51 is used by the local system.

Trace requests contain a per-packet trace ID, selected at
random independently of the per-device trace address. Trace
IDs serve to associate trace replies with trace requests. The
output of the trace command replaces trace IDs with numerical
sequence numbers, shown as 1: in Fig. 1.
Trace requests also have a flag indicating whether replies
are desired from intermediate devices, and zero or more trace
entries recording earlier devices that forwarded this request.
And like every AllNet packet, trace message contain a hop
count and a hop limit and source and destination addresses.
If the bits specified in a destination address match the first
few bits of the trace ID, the trace request is addressed to this
device. Trace requests sent with 0 bits of destination address
are intended for any destination.
With -m, AllNet Trace requests that only devices matching
the destination address reply, and that (unless -i is specified)
intermediate devices add their information before forwarding requests. The resulting information is similar to that of
traceroute, although the method by which the information
is collected is different. Traceroute sends packets with
increasing Hop Limit (also known as Time To Live or TTL),
and records the response when packets are dropped. This
method works well when each packet is forwarded only once
by each router, and when routers return an indication that a
packet has been dropped. Neither of these is true for AllNet –

packets may be dropped or forwarded once or multiple times,
with no feedback returned to the sender.
Running a successful traceroute results in transmission
of six packets per hop. Running AllNet trace results in
transmission of at most one packet per forwarding device. This
number scales with the size of the network, but since any other
AllNet packet takes priority over Trace packets, AllNet Trace
cannot be used for Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.
Since AllNet Trace collects information within the trace
packet itself, responses return a reliable record of devices
that the outgoing packet has visited. The IPv4 Record Route
header option [18] collects similar information and has been
an inspiration for AllNet Trace, but is limited in size (at most
9 hops), and is only infrequently used for network diagnostics
(IPv6 Record Route is even more limited, and can only be
used with a loose source route).
To function more like ping, the -i switch requests that
no intermediate nodes respond, so that all replies are from
destination nodes. With 0 bits of destination address specified,
this will elicit a reply from all the nodes in the network,
whereas with a specific destination only the selected node(s)
will respond. Examples are shown in Figure 2.
device_A: src/allnet/v3/bin/trace -i ce
1:
0.138126s rtt, 2 ce.76/16
sent 1 packet, received 1
device_A: src/allnet/v3/bin/trace -i
1:
0.001769s rtt, 0 89.51/16
1:
0.025070s rtt, 1 f6.5d/16
1:
0.106987s rtt, 2 ce.76/16
sent 1 packet, received 3
Fig. 2. Trace commands requesting replies only from the final destination(s).
In the second command, the unspecified final destination address matches
every possible AllNet address.

A trace request with no bits of destination address is useful
when networks are small and frequently changing, as in the
case of many AHDTNs.
AllNet Trace by default stops collecting data after 5 seconds, but can be told to wait arbitrarily long before giving up.
The GUI version of the trace tool, shown in Figure 3, collects
data continuously.
Figure 3 is a real trace, and shows actual Trace IDs. By
convention, devices that are permanently connected to the
Internet and intended to seed the DHT have been assigned
special IDs where only the first few bits are non-zero. For
these specific hosts, Trace IDs are set manually.
This trace shows that DHT “seed” devices 00, 80, c0 are
all active – DHT seed device 40 was down at the time of this
trace. Non-seed devices also join the DHT whenever they are
on the Internet. In this trace, all the devices other than the last
are on the Internet in some way or other. As long as Internetconnected devices are reachable from the outside, i.e. as long
as incoming connections and messages are not blocked by a
firewall, such devices can be full-fledged members of the DHT.

Since data packets have higher priority than trace traffic, data
packets should be able to reach any device that trace can reach.
III. E VALUATION OF A LL N ET T RACE

Fig. 3.

A real trace in the AllNet xchat GUI.

According to the Trace in Figure 3, two devices are directly
connected to this device (which has Trace ID aa.c1). Since
the Internet counts as a single hop, directly connected devices
may be physically very distant. Four devices are each two hops
away, and the last device is three hops away.
B. The AllNet Trace Protocol
The AllNet protocol includes a packet type for management
of the AllNet network. This is somewhat similar to the
function of ICMP in the Internet, and similar systems for other
networks.
Currently AllNet has five major groups of management
packets: beacons used to manage peer-to-peer links, peer and
DHT packets used to connect with other devices across the
Internet, data requests used to request data cached in other
devices, keep-alive packets for miscellaneous uses, and trace
packets.
Trace packets are of two types, trace requests and trace
replies. Both carry zero or more trace entries. As a trace
request is forwarded and if intermediate_replies is
set, the number of trace entries increases as new entries are
added to record the path of the packet through the network.
In contrast, the size of a trace reply remains the same when
it is forwarded.
Each trace entry records up to 64 bits (8 bytes) of address
and the number of address bits that are valid. In all the
examples above, addresses have 16 valid bits, and 16 bits is
used by default by the current implementation, but the protocol
supports any number between 0 and 64 inclusive.
Each trace entry also records the number of hops in the
AllNet header of the trace request that was received, and the
local time (with an estimate of the accuracy of the local clock)
at which the trace reply was forwarded. To the extent that
clocks of different devices are accurately synchronized, the
local time of forwarding can be used to estimate forwarding
delays.
Trace requests and replies are forwarded like any other
AllNet packet, except with low priority. The low priority
means that Trace packets never interfere with regular traffic.

For small AllNet networks, sending AllNet Trace requests to
a 0-bit destination address is a good way to discover the entire
network, as shown in the second part of Figure 2. This is useful
in highly dynamic networks, and the trace can be repeated as
often as desired, e.g. with the Unix watch command.
For larger or less dynamic networks, a single trace can
reveal the path to a destination. Just like traceroute,
network administrators may use the result of a trace to improve
the performance of the network.
Since AllNet Trace packets are self-contained and carry
all information about the trace, a trace packet received with
considerable delay is still useful and may provide valuable
information, especially if intermediate devices have added
their own information.
Unlike ping and more similar to traceroute, AllNet Trace packets require additional processing compared
to normal data packets. Because of this, and because trace
packets are sent with the lowest possible priority, any latency
measurement is likely to be an overestimate of the latency that
would be seen by data packets and their acks.
The local response gives an idea of the overhead of replying
to traces. Table I shows minimum, average, and maximum
response times in a trial of 100 trace requests addressed to
each machine’s own Trace ID. The two machines both run
a recent version of Ubuntu Linux. Based on information in
/proc/cpuinfo, the slower machine has a 32-bit 800MHz
Celeron CPU with no onboard cache, the faster machine has
dual 64-bit Pentium 3GHz processors with 3MB caches.
MHz
800
3,000

bits
32
64

CPU
Celeron
Pentium

Linux
4.4
4.10

min
9.3
0.4

avg
19.8
1.0

max
38.2
13.3

avg ping
0.13
0.03

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF TRACE OVERHEAD ON A SLOWER AND A FASTER
MACHINE RUNNING bin/trace -i -r 100 -t 1 local address.
T IMES ARE IN MILLISECONDS ( MS ).

Table I also shows the average time to ping localhost on
each machine. Clearly ping is much faster, perhaps in part
due to being built-in to the Linux kernel.
A trace was also done to a device across the Internet, but
only one AllNet hop away. The traces averaged 142ms, with
a minimum of 104ms and a maximum of 674ms, compared
to a ping to the same machine measuring between 100ms
and 103ms. These numbers show that while at its best the
performance of AllNet is close to the performance of ping,
AllNet has much more variability. This variability can be
explained in part by the implementation of AllNet as a
collection of local processes communicating via sockets.
Taking a broader view, even with this variability, out of 100
packets sent, AllNet has delivered each one within less than
a second. Since AllNet is designed to deliver interpersonal

communications, such delays are acceptable in an early version
of AllNet such as this.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
People have diagnosed networks ever since networks were
first built, leading to a variety of mechanisms at all levels of
the OSI stack [20]. The AllNet Trace mechanism described
here belongs on the Network layer of the OSI stack, the same
as all IP mechanisms including ping and traceroute,
The unicast version of AllNet Trace, if one existed, would
somewhat resemble the modified traceroute proposed in
1993 [21] and obsoleted in 2012 [22], with the difference
that AllNet Trace explicitly specifies, in each packet, whether
it seeks responses from intermediate devices. As mentioned
above, this is also similar to the IP record route option [18].
The 1993 proposal also carries additional link information
whose usefulness in a dynamic mobile network is not clear.
The differences between AllNet trace and the regular
traceroute were described in Section II-A. Under highly
dynamic conditions traceroute reports inconsistent information reflecting the differences in the paths taken by successive probe packets, whereas by consolidating all information
in a single packet, AllNet Trace can give a consistent view of
the path taken by a trace request. If no intermediate responses
are sought, AllNet Trace behaves more like ping.
AllNet forwarding on AHDTNs is inspired by Epidemic
Routing [16], with packets prioritized according to local rules.
Similar to AllNet, Vahdat and Becker note the necessity of
“placing an upper bound on message hop count and per-node
buffer space (the amount of memory devoted to carrying other
hosts messages)”, and that it is “desirable to have multiple
copies of a message in transit simultaneously.”
More recently, and focusing entirely on DTNs, Grasic and
Lindgren [23] review other studies and proposed algorithms,
attempting to compare and summarize different research contributions with differing goals, including “delivery ratio, average delay or overhead ratio”. Unlike such studies, AllNet Trace
is a hands-on tool for diagnosing actual live networks. Rather
than attempting to satisfy important but abstract network
goals, AllNet Trace is likely to be used once a problem is
detected or suspected. For example, AllNet Trace can show
that a device that was previously reachable no longer is,
or that an intermediate device that is needed for end-to-end
communication is not responding to trace messages.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This paper describes a new diagnostic tool, AllNet Trace,
that is proving useful in a practical network designed to provide connectivity among mobile devices leveraging Ad-Hoc
Networking, Delay-Tolerant Networking, and, when Internet
access is available, Distributed Hash Tables.
Network diagnostic tools are invaluable when building and
evaluating real networks, and as such deserve careful study.
This paper analyzes one such tool in the context in which it is
used. In particular, AllNet Trace is well suited to the broadcast
nature of AllNet, and provides useful information about packet

forwarding in Ad-Hoc and Delay Tolerant Networks as well
as across the Internet.
The principles of AllNet Trace should be broadly applicable
to networks with high delays and networks where intermediate
devices may forward packets more than once.
The author gratefully acknowledges contributions by Henry
Eck, Marifel Barbasa, Andreas Brauchli, Tiago Couto, Caterina Desiato, Henry Eck, W. Wesley Peterson, and others.
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